Pharmacological treatment of AF is <50% effective, and frequently results in substantial side-effects. Open surgery treatment of AF by cardiac surgeons began in the 1980s, with the discovery that electrical isolation of the pulmonary veins from the left atrium was able to restore many AF patients to sinus rhythm. Open surgery was sub-planted in the 1990s by intra-vascular, catheter-based, thermal (heating)-or cryogenic (cooling) based ablative therapy, which was equally effective, but had fewer complications and a far shorter recovery time. Since then, catheter-based AF ablation has grown quickly, and there are now 160,000-180,000 ablative procedures performed each year in the US by trained electro-physiologists (EP).
Introduction
Atrial fibrillation (AF) is one of the most common diseases, and is characterized by chaotic and uncoordinated contraction of the atrium [1] . The common electrocardiographic (ECG) manifestations of AF include the presence of irregular fibrillatory waves, which are waves that fragment spatially and give rise to fibrillatory conduction. It is estimated that there are 3 million (M) patients in the US currently suffering from AF, with that number growing to 4 M by 2020 due to the aging of the population [2] [3] [4] . The cost of AF treatment to the US economy is estimated at $26-36 B, with 460,000 hospitalizations due to the disease each year [5] . In addition, AF is also the leading source of strokes in younger (<50 years old) patients [6, 7] .
MRI's involvement with this field began in the early 2000s. It resulted initially from the desire to shorten the duration of the EP procedure. If MRI could provide anatomical information about the structure of the atrium noninvasively, it would save expensive interventional suite time and also reduce patient risk. This fueled the MRI work in the field, which later grew to provide unique information that was hard to obtain otherwise.
In recent years, the interest in MRI centers on improving the outcome of AF ablation, which today is only 60-70% effective for paroxysmal AF [10] [11] [12] [13] (as measured by the incidence of recurrence 1 year post-ablation), with lower success rates of ~35% for non-paroxysmal AF [14] [15] [16] . As a result, many patients undergo two or more procedures, which dramatically increases the risk of complications. Since the major reason for AF recurrence is thought to be insufficient ablation of the sustaining electrical circuits during the procedure, MRI can potentially provide substantial help. MRI can improve the first AF procedure by improving planning, so the physician knows which regions in the atrium to focus on, or even decide which ablation procedure is the best therapeutic option. After the procedure, MRI can gage the procedure's success, by determining the ablated region's extent, so that repeat procedures will be more effective. During the procedure, MRI can monitor the delivery of thermal energy, in order to insure that sufficient energy is provided to cause tissue necrosis, while preventing damage to surrounding tissues, such as the esophagus.
This review has two parts. In part I, "Atrial Tissue classification in Arrhythmias", we will discuss a few anatomic and physiological parameters of the left atrium that are of interest to the clinical community and demonstrate what MRI can provide in relation to these. In part II, "MRI for EP procedure guidance", we will focus on MRI-guided mapping and ablative procedures for treating AF, and discuss the technology and clinical advances that have been made in this field. Since we are attempting to provide the latest updates on the state of the field, some new approaches have not been extensively validated, or are difficult to currently perform clinically. We will attempt to note when we discuss these.
Atrial tissue classification in arrhythmias
The anatomic structure of the normal and pathological left atrial and pulmonary vein wall
The anatomy of the cardiac left atrial wall and the surrounding pulmonary veins is geometrically and structurally complex (Fig. 1) . Its gross geometry has been provided for a long time by either CT or MRI imaging [17] [18] [19] , and formed the first application of MRI to the field of electrophysiology (EP). From the EP perspective, the thin (1-4 mm thick) muscle sleeves going between the atrium and the attached pulmonary veins are responsible for conducting electrical waves, originating in the pulmonary veins, into the atrium. The muscle sleeves are surrounded by non-conducting fibrotic tissue and fat. Changes in the topology or characteristics of these thin sleeves, due to their replacement, or displacement, by fatty or fibrotic tissues, can change dramatically the electrical behavior of the left atrium, changing it from a media that does not support the fibrillatory waves which induce AF to one that does (or vis-a-versa). As a prime example, ablation of the points where these sleeves enter the left atrium (e.g. circumferential ablation) using radiofrequency (RF) energy, which replaces the muscle at that point with non-electrically-conducting fibrotic tissue, is a standard procedure used to isolate the left atrium in patients with atrial fibrillation, which can be effective in terminating simple manifestations of paroxysmal AF.
[Note that throughout this paper, we use the notation RF to designate the 500 kHz radio frequency thermal ablative method, whereas rf refers to the MRI radio-frequency, which is 63.8 or 123.2/127.0 MHz for 1.5 Tesla or 3.0 Tesla scanners, respectively].
More in-depth understanding of atrial wall properties is key to understanding the induction and propagation of electrical waves into the atrium [1] . Depending on the waves entering the atrium and how they propagate, normal sinus rhythm can be maintained, or abnormal paroxysmal or chronic atrial fibrillation can be observed. We briefly review this topic, since it is key to understanding both electrophysiology (EP) and the contributions (present and future) of MRI to atrial EP, since MRI may provide much of the information required for treating atrial fibrillation.
The geometry of the atria walls and the surrounding pulmonary veins, and its consequences on electrophysiology was nicely explained [20, 21] , and modelled electrically to provide estimates of its consequences in supporting the rotory-shaped electrical waves ("rotors") that create and sustain atrial fibrillation in the atria wall [22] . A major factor in understanding wave propagation is that the atrial wall is composed of a mixture of thin cardiac muscle (myocyte) sleeves, which are overlaid by fibrotic tissue and fatty tissue. The myocyte sleeves, whose shape varies within the layers of the wall, changing from the endo-cardial to the epi-cardiac surface, are highly ordered, resulting in wave propagation velocities which are also highly anisotropic. Disruption of this ordered structure, such as due to the presence of regions of fibrotic tissue, can cause AF [23, 24] . A recent study using MRI diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI) [25] of ex-vivo human atria provides excellent visualization of this complex anatomy (Fig. 2) . While in-vivo cardiac DTI of the atrium is currently difficult to perform, there are multiple groups working on making it clinically possible.
In addition, the atrial wall is highly innervated with large (>200 neurons) nerve ganglia plexi [26] , which overlay the atrial epi-cardial surface, and reside within ordered fatpads. Some nerve ganglia act as the substrate for re-entry of electrical waves into the pulmonary vein ostia that surround the left atrium. In addition, abnormal activity of these ganglia is important for inducing AF in its early stages, since they play an important role in regulating electrical activity [27, 28] . As a result, there are several EP groups that also ablate these ganglia plexi, although finding them using electrical methods is a lengthy procedure. [Note: ablation of the nerve ganglia is controversial in the Electrophysiology community]. MRI imaging of these mm-size nerve ganglia is now becoming possible [29] , which may allow for RF ablation, which uses 500 kHz electric pulses between electrodes to ablate, or allow for cryogenic ablation (cryo), which uses the gas Joule-Thompson effect to cool tissues to below −40 °C of atrial arrhythmia, possibly resulting in a reduced recurrence rate [30] .
During the remodeling of the atrium which is caused by AF, additional fibrotic tissue is created ("AF begets AF") [31] [32] [33] . As a result, knowledge of the distribution of fibrosis in the atria can be important for understanding the propagation of fibrillatory waves [34] on the atrial wall, as well as for triaging AF therapeutic directions, such as determining which sites to ablate, or weighing the benefits of ablation versus pharmacological treatment [35] . MRI has become the prime tool for providing fibrosis information, utilizing the late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) imaging sequence [35, 36] (Fig. 3) , which is acquired with both ECG and respiratory synchronization in order to obtain the very high spatial resolution required for left atrial imaging.
What MRI visualizes in the atrium and which MRI contrasts are utilized
In the mid-1990s, MRI's utilization for pre-operative planning of EP procedures emerged as a powerful clinical tool. The first implementations utilized single-pass (rapid contrast infusion) contrast-enhanced MR angiography (CE-MRA), which provided an anatomic map of atrial anatomy. Initially, CE-MRA was performed during breath-holding and without ECG gating, which allowed for rapid acquisitions (<10 s), although the atrial shape obtained can be blurred, since atrial shapes can vary by >40% over the cardiac cycle. At a later stage, cardiac gating was added, typically together with respiratory-synchronization (navigator-echo), since navigated scans require longer scan times, which allows for obtaining higher spatial resolution images. These longer acquisitions are preferably performed with a slow infusion of contrast, so that the concentration of contrast remains stable through the longer acquisition (typically 2-5 min). There remains significant competition between MRI and contrast-enhanced CT in providing this geometric atrial information, with CT sometimes promoted as the faster and more robust-imaging modality, especially for patients with irregular breathing and heart rate, although CT requires injection of a more nephrotoxic contrast than MRI does. For patients with frequent ectopic (PVCs or arrhythmic) beats, MRI imaging may require treatment of the arrhythmias prior to imaging, so that the patients are in sinus rhythm during imaging.
The next important contribution to pre-operative EP planning arrived with respiratory-navigated LGE. Using
LGE, it became possible to observe the fibrotic tissue distribution in the atrial wall, which was information that could not easily be obtained from CT [37, 38] . Since the atrial wall is thin, typically 1 mm 3 spatial resolution LGE scans are required, which requires a high-degree of motion compensation, especially since LGE is a low signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) imaging method.
EP labs that are connected with centers that have MRI scanners are frequently provided with both MRA and LGE maps prior to initiation of an EP procedure [39] [40] [41] [42] . Atrial LGE maps are sometimes used in the EP lab to determine if and what pattern of RF ablation is required. This is important when triaging the type of RF ablation procedure required, especially when patients present with more complex and advanced AF, such as chronic AF, which may require ablating multiple locations within the atrium. Alternatively, in some centers it may be decided not to perform an ablation if the fibrosis is sufficiently extensive.
LGE maps are also useful in treating patients that have undergone prior AF ablations, with AF recurring postprocedurally, which occurs in 30-40% of paroxysmal AF patients. In such patients, the LGE (or scar) map demonstrates to the clinician the shortcomings of the prior ablations, such as the location of spatial gaps or non-transmural lesions in the ablation lines, facilitating repair of the prior work [43] [44] [45] (Fig. 4 ) which prevents recurrence postprocedure. Repeat ablations using such MRI information have proven to be highly effective, with a very low level of recurrences. [Note that current performance of Atrial LGE requires MRI scanners with newer software versions and a high degree of MRI expertise].
Similar inter-tissue contrast (hyper-enhanced ablation lesions) to that obtained from LGE can also obtained without the use of gadolinium-based contrast agents, by use of either respiratory-navigated T1-weighted imaging [47] [48] [49] , since scar tissue have a shorter T1, or respiratory-navigated multiple-cardiac-phase strain imaging, since scar or increased fibrosis reduces the elasticity of atrial tissue [50, 51] , although the SNR of these sequences is typically lower than LGE. The advantage of using non-contrast based imaging is the ability to perform successive MR imaging sessions without the need to wait for ~30 min, which is the time required for Gadolinum-DTPA clearance. In addition, T1-weighted imaging is able to better discriminate between chronic fibrosis and acute RF lesions. It has also recently become possible to use motion-tracking post-processing (a method borrowed from cardiac ultrasound) of retrospectively-gated multiple-cardiac-phase balanced steady state free precession (cine) imaging to obtain strain images of the atrium [52, 53] , although the spatial resolution of these images is lower than obtained with the traditional MRI methods used to acquire strain (DENSE, HARP, or phase-contrast).
In the future, MRI elastography, which provides a map of the shear modulus, may provide information superior to that offered by LGE. For interventional use, combining MRI elastography imaging together with ultrasound-based excitation (acoustic radiation force imaging) may be highly valuable [54] [55] [56] , since today's strain imaging methods rely on the heart's contraction for the mechanical driving force, and this becomes unreliable when ectopy occurs.
Acute post-RF-ablation changes in atrial anatomy and physiology
The discovery that MRI could provide important preoperative EP information was a strong impetus for the EP community to attempt to use it for on-line monitoring of the radio-frequency ablation process, in order to reduce the large level of AF recurrence. This proved to be a larger challenge than originally estimated.
While LGE is a reliable tool to estimate the location and topology of chronic fibrosis, and therefore, also the chronic scar created by radio-frequency ablation, it was established that it did not play a reliable role in estimating the size of the necrotic lesion in the acute-injury phase, which can last for several hours after ablation. Ablation of atrial tissue is immediately associated with changes in perfusion, as well as increased edema and hemorrhage, and these may confound the picture when LGE imaging is performed minutes, or even hours, after EP ablation. It was found [44] that the lesion volume, as estimated from LGE scans performed immediately after ablation, frequently shrunk by 30-40% by the time the lesion became chronic, and edema had receded. This fact is highly significant, since the regions that do not die may again conduct electrical currents, and are thought to be one of the main reasons for AF recurrence post-procedurally.
The first method to better assess the size of the necrotic lesion in the acute phase was provided by observing lack of contrast perfusion ("no-reflow") into the ablated zone in the immediate aftermath (3-5 min) post-ablation, so "black holes" in the images were observed in recently ablated regions [57] . This provided a good indication of the regions which had been somewhat heated by the EP ablation catheter, but did not provide an accurate estimate of the size of the actual necrotic lesions (i.e. the regions which had received sufficient thermal dose to die).
An improved assessment of the actual extent of ablation was provided by T1-mapping [48, 58] . The area judged by T1 mapping to be ablated proves to be a good estimate of the chronic lesion size. An even better estimate may be provided by use of T2* mapping [59, 60] , which utilizes the change in magnetic susceptibility of blood due to its heating by radio-frequency energy, wherein intra-capillary blood becomes paramagnetic, leading to a decrease in its T2* value (Fig. 5) .
Another way to estimate the total ablated region is MRI temperature imaging, which is based on the shift of the water proton resonant frequency (PRS) with temperature. Whereas this method is widely used in other body regions to obtain high spatial-resolution temperature maps, its sensitivity to motion is large, due to its dependence on small changes in the magnetic field, so its use in the heart may be difficult, although methods have been proposed for resolving these issues [61] . Success of the PRS method in predicting the extent of RF ablation was demonstrated in the left ventricle of canine models [62] , with excellent correlation to LGE and histology results. It may be much harder to implement PRS in the thin left atrium, especially since the moving (air-filled) lungs which surround the atrium change the magnetic field temporally [63] , although there are current efforts to address these issues.
MRI for EP procedure guidance
Methods for pre-operative planning of EP mapping and ablation
As mentioned in the previous section, a variety of MRI contrasts can be acquired prior to an electrophysiology diagnostic and therapeutic ablation procedure. This reduces the time spent in the operating room/interventional suite on re-obtaining this information, and provides focal-regions for the electrophysiologist regarding which parts of the wall they should contact. The latter component may sometimes be important in regions of the atrium, or proximal pulmonary veins, which are more difficult to access with the EP catheter, since it allows the electrophysiologist to gage the importance of spending the additional effort required to contact these areas. The most common MRI maps used today in the conventional EP lab are the MRA and LGE (scar or fibrosis) maps.
More than 90% of the EP labs perform their interventional procedures using electro-anatomical mapping (EAM) workstations provided by the commercial catheter companies, notably the CARTO system of Biosense-Webster (BW, South Diamond Bar, CA), or the Ensite-NavX Velocity system of St. Jude Medical (SJM, Minnetonka, MN). EAM systems measure the instantaneous interventionaldevice locations while these are being navigated. They also measure the location and electrical properties of points on the atrial walls whenever this wall is contacted by an EP catheter, which finally produces a three-dimensional map that shows both the anatomy and the electrical voltages found on the atrial wall and the surrounding proximal pulmonary veins. To incorporate the MRI information, both vendors provide applications on their workstations [64, 65] for rapid registration of the MRI information with the frame of reference used by their EAM systems. This registration is frequently performed at the very beginning of the EP procedure, so that the MRI information can then be utilized during the EAM mapping (the diagnostic) and ablation (the therapeutic) stages of the EP intervention.
Since the patient generally lies in a somewhat different orientation on the EP table relative to their position on the MRI table, and time may have elapsed between the MRI diagnostic study and the EP intervention, these registrations generally rely on using an EP catheter to touch locations in the atrium that can also be identified on the MRI maps. In addition, non-linear (i.e. changes in size) registrations may need to be performed. This is especially true for regions close to the pulmonary veins, where the voltage-tracking method, which is extensively used by both BW and SJM for all catheter electrode localizations, excluding the tip LGE, T2-weighted, and T2 map show both the infarct core and the surrounding edema (thick blue arrows), while T2*-weighted image and T2* map show true infarct core as dark (thin blue arrow) region. (After Ghugre et al. [59] , with permission) electrode on the catheter which may rely on magnetic tracking, returns less accurate positional information due to the proximity of the lungs. In totality, such MRI-EAM registrations frequently suffer from mm-scale discrepancies, which many electrophysiologists have become accustomed to.
Methods for navigating catheters and other devices inside the MRI
Due to the ability of MRI contrasts to monitor the ablation process, there has been a longstanding interest in performing the EP ablation procedure inside the MRI scanner. Monitoring the ablation inside the MRI requires the ability to partially, or completely, navigate the EP catheters from the vascular entry-points to the atrium inside the MRI, to visualize the catheter while it is being manipulated inside the atrium, and to monitor the heating (or freezing) process using MRI contrasts.
While it was clear that MRA provided a vascular roadmap, which was equivalent or better than the conventional X-ray fluoroscopy maps, so that the path of the catheter from the skin entry point to the atrium was known and could be planned, it was obvious that the commercial EP toolset, comprised of catheters, sheathes and guidewires, needed to be extensively modified in order to operate in the MRI environment. Most EP devices, which are long (70-130 cm) and narrow (1-3 mm diameter) devices, and must be manipulated (advanced and torqued) from a large distance by the electrophysiologist, are largely made of (or reinforced by) metallic components, since metal provides the optimal mechanical (Young's and torsional moduli, high yield point, non-brittle behavior) properties for these geometric dimensions. In addition, many of the devices used are deflectable devices, which means that they possess mechanical levers (generally in a handle of some form) on their proximal end that allow the distal portion ("tip") of the device to be rotated by a large angle, relative to the shaft orientation. The principle method used for tip deflection is based on strong flat metallic wires ("pull-wires").
When the metals used in the device are ferromagnetic, they cannot be used at all inside the MRI's strong static magnetic field, since strong forces act on the device. When the metals are highly paramagnetic, they create susceptibility artifacts on MRI images which extend to far larger distances relative to their physical size, which masks anatomic regions that are close to the device, and can severely limit the device's utility. In addition, long electrically-conductive metallic devices can heat as a result of resonant electromagnetic (EM) waves induced on the metal surface by MRI's high-frequency (typically 63.8, 123.2, or 127 MHz) radio-frequency (rf) field. This is especially true when high energy deposition MRI sequences, referred to as high specific absorption rate (SAR) sequences, are used [66, 67] .
Large temperature increases close to the device can create blood coagulation or internal burns.
As a result, it was clear that much of the traditional EP toolset would have to be remade in order to work inside the MRI. The larger (>2 mm) metallic-shaft devices were replaced with plastic (or polymer) shaft devices, whereas the very thin devices, such as guidewires, were built using low-conductivity and low-susceptibility metals (nitinol) [68, 69] , or were remade of plastic or fiber-glass shafts [70, 71] . In addition, the standard electrodes used on the EP catheters were replaced with higher-cost platinum or gold electrodes [72] , with all high-susceptibility (stainless steel, nickel) metals removed. Finally, special methods (filtering, shielding, etc.) may need to be used to mitigate any potential heating of the catheter body or its surroundings.
The second key problem that needed to be addressed was visualizing the catheter during navigation. Conventional EP labs rely on X-ray fluoroscopy, wherein a strong contrastto-noise ratio (CNR) exists between the navigating device and the vascular background as a result of the strong X-ray absorption of the metallic device against a background of the weak absorption of blood. In addition, an X-ray fluoroscopy image provides a sum of the absorption along a certain spatial direction, so the device can be seen, no matter what its location is along that direction, and the visualization is fast, so the X-ray projection imaging can easily keep up with a rapidly moving (due to navigation) device.
To allow MRI visualization during navigation, either passive, semi-active, or active visualization methods are employed.
Passive methods for device visualization inside MRI.
If a conventional plastic MRI-compatible device, such as a catheter, is placed in the blood-vessel, the device can be resolved on an MRI image, a result of the absence of MRI signal (since there are no MRI spins inside the device) at the location of the device, relative to the signal of surrounding blood, but that is a low CNR method, and in addition, it requires that the image be obtained at the exact location of the catheter, and preferably in a plane that encompasses the majority of the catheter. Stronger CNR can be obtained if methods are used to highlight the catheter. One method is coating the device surface with a layer of MRI contrast media (e.g. Gd-DTPA or other paramagnetic materials) [73] , which shortens the T1 in the blood that adjoins the device. This method is mostly employed in the thinnest of devices, such as guidewires [70, 71] . Another method for visualizing guidewires is direct injection of diluted Gd-DTPA contrast out of the catheter's inner lumen, which is analogous to the X-ray fluoroscopy method, but which, as opposed to the X-ray case, unfortunately also has the contrast infusing surrounding tissues.
Semi-active methods for device visualization inside MRI
Another method for increasing CNR, which is more widely employed, is placing resonant MRI rf coils within the device. A popular design early-on was the "loop-less" coil [74] , which was a coaxial cable that ran along the catheter shaft, with the shield of the coax removed in the most distal quarter wavelength of the catheter. These rf coils can either remain un-connected to the MRI's receiver channels, so their signal is picked up via inductive-coupling to the surface MRI coils, or they can be connected to particular MRI receiver channels, in the same manner as diagnostic MRI coils are. When such coils receive rf excitation from the MRI's body coil excitation, they create spatially-localized higher MRI flip angles in the vicinity of the coils, so that blood flowing around the device is highlighted, and a bright region appears in the image [75] [76] [77] . An impressive use of a semi-active device was the development of the first MRIcompatible trans-septal needles [78, 79] , which is a very important device for performance of atrial interventions, since trans-septal access, namely the puncture of the interatria septal wall from the right atrium is the most common path used by electrophysiologists to access the left atrium.
The deficiency of both passive and semi-active localization lies in the fact that they both rely on MRI imaging, as well as in that they require that slices be obtained in the plane of the device, which is tricky to ensure as the devices move within the media. In effect, there needs to be a manual or automatic method to constantly chase the device as it moves. As a result, these methods both result in relatively slow tracking speeds (up to only ~4 frames-per-second (fps)), and the spatial localization resolution is typically a few mm. Their advantage is that they are simple to technically implement, do not require special MRI sequences in order to visualize the catheter, and may be somewhat safer to employ from the perspective of rf-heating, since they generally require that fewer conductive wires reside inside the catheter.
Passive catheter visualization was employed in the mid2000s in the human atrium by John Hopkins [80] for navigation and mapping, and lately by Leipzig [81] for both navigation and RF ablation of atrial flutter. The deficiencies in navigation speed and the inaccuracy in spatial localization of passive catheters hampered their atrial use, due to the severe requirements on localization accuracy during both navigating and ablation in the atrium. As a result, the procedures performed with passive catheters required very long times, and provided relatively low therapeutic value.
Active methods for device visualization inside MRI
Active visualization relies on placement of specific sensors at specific locations on the devices that continuously broadcast their spatial location out to dedicated detectors. With active tracking, there is no need to find the device using MRI imaging, since the location of the device is continuously tracked, which allows for much higher frame rate (10-40 fps) and more accurate (sub-mm) spatial localization of the device. The deficiency of active tracking is that it requires both dedicated sensors (e.g. hardware) and dedicated software for locating the device. The EP community is well-acquainted with active tracking, since it has long depended on two methods for active tracking of catheters placed inside the heart; magnetictracking and voltage-tracking. These tracking methods form the basic tools employed for EP interventions that utilize the BW and SJM workstations. In addition, additional modalities used in the EP suite, such as intra-cardiac ultrasound (ICE) as well as some of the X-ray panels, are also tracked during the intervention using the above methods.
There are two MRI-based methods for tracking devices, the MRI-profile-based ("MR-tracking") method and the gradient-induced electric voltage ("Robin-Medical") method [82] .
The MR-tracking method is the most commonly-used method, since it is easier to implement within the constraints of the small-diameter intra-vascular devices [83] [84] [85] . It relies on small (1-3 mm diameter) rf coils, most frequently solenoidal in shape, which are added onto the shaft of the device, and connected to the MRI scanner's receivers via coaxial cables that run up the shaft of the catheter. Each of these rf coils picks up a highly-localized MRI signal from its immediate environment. By applying MRI gradients in the three spatial directions (x, y, z), complete localization of these coils can be obtained in very short scan times (50 ms, or 40 fps tracking rate), and with spatial resolutions of 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5 mm 3 , using a dedicated MR-tracking pulse sequence [83] . Modification of the basic MR-Tracking sequence by the addition of phase-field-dithering [85] has made the method highly reliable for intravascular use. MR-tracking sequences, as well as visualization tools that allow observing instantaneous catheter locations during navigation, on the background of MRA-based vascular roadmaps, are currently provided by most of the MRI vendors.
MR-tracking was first used in animals for navigation to the left atrium, followed by RF ablation at the atriumpulmonary-vein junctions in 2008 (Fig. 6) [86, 87] . Effective heat mitigation strategies for the coaxial cables that carry the MR-tracking signal up the catheter shaft were later developed, based on placement of transformers along each coaxial cable [88] , which enabled human use of the method. MR-tracking has recently been used in human clinical trials by the Leipzig and King's College (London) groups for Atrial Flutter ablation [89, 90] .
Voltage-device-tracking (VDT) is a tracking method that is widely used in conventional electrophysiology, and is utilized by both BW and SJM in their EAM workstations. VDT relies on kHz-range electric fields induced into the body using three orthogonal sets of surface patches, which are picked up by simple ring-shaped electrodes which are placed on the shafts of many types of interventional devices. Since VDT does not use magnetic fields, works well inside MRI scanners when the MRI gradients are not pulsing (i.e. imaging is not occurring). When the MRI gradients are pulsing, the VDT signals are corrupted. A partial solution to this issue was provided by blocking VDT reception during periods of strong gradient activity [91] , which allowed use of several (although not all) MRI sequences in parallel with VDT tracking. The great advantage of VDT tracking is that it can be used both outside and inside the MRI scanner. This unique feature enables EP procedures which contain sections that must currently be (due to a lack of MR-conditional devices), or are more effectively, performed outside the MRI scanner, and which therefore require moving the patient between the MRI and the conventional EP interventional suite. VDT-guided EP mapping procedures in the atrium have been performed in animal models at both Brigham and Women's Hospital (Fig. 7) and Johns Hopkins. Since VDT employs a commercial tracking method, many of the visualization tools available on the commercial workstations can be used, including rapid 6 Four frames from a radio-frequency thermal ablation of a swine left atrium using MR-tracking guidance. Two devices are tracked simultaneously; a deflectable sheath (grey shaft, blue tracked locations on shaft) and an ablation catheter (yellow shaft, red tracked locations on shaft). The atrial geometry was obtained from a navigated ECG-gated CE-MRA scan. The ablation catheter is ablating the left-atrial pulmonary-vein ostium in a point-by-point method, with the ablation points defined by red arrows. (After Schmidt et al. [87] , with permission) incorporation of images obtained with multiple MRI contrasts into the EAM frame of reference used in the EP lab.
There exist additional non-MRI-based, but MRI-compatible, tracking methods that may be used in the future for MRI-guided EP. There is currently a large effort to improve fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors, a method that utilizes periodic cuts made in thin glass fibers. A laser is shined down the fiber, and multiple reflections are then obtained from each of the cuts, allowing the calculation (using interferometry) of the deformation of each segment, and thus providing a "snake-like" picture of the shape of the device [92] . There are remaining issues with the localization accuracy of FBG, but these are currently being addressed.
Conclusions
MRI has made significant progress in assisting in the diagnosis and treatment of Atrial Fibrillation. Diagnostic MRI now provides more information on the atrium than any other imaging modality, and further advances are expected in the next few years. In addition, human MRI-guided EP ablative procedures in the left atrium, which we and others 
